LEVI BALL - NEXT FRIDAY!
Darlings!

Dear Pat: My 'steady' and I are both "straight" but have decided to check out a gay bar in our town (we live in an old white suburb). It's that time again—Disco Time! And to dance to that's our number one request. We are ready to go. We have heard a lot of good things about the Disco Time. We are happy to hear that you have a lot of people going there. We hope to see you there. Love, Pat and Andy

Johnny Hedges

The End-Up!—Roger Austin

FOR MR. LEVI 75

Mr. end up

Roger Austin

Come & meet Roger & the other winners of the Calendar for Katz's 'Mister Levi Contest'

The End-Up! present

Thurs, May 22nd, 8-10 pm
SHOW TIME

By GENE ARCERI

GAY PLAY FOR ALL. In recent months, San Francisco's gay community has enjoyed a number of new theatrical venues, including the comedy troupe at the Majestic Hall, replacing the drag club that has been in the city for many years. The Majestic Hall's new production, "Love at the Top," is a gay-oriented revue that pays tribute to the annual Gay Pride Parade. The show features drag performers, musical numbers, and a variety of other artistic expressions.

SELECTED SHORTS

By R. Morgan Ellis

Now, many people realize that for more than a century, "Academy Award" has become synonymous with excellence in film. But how many of us know that the Academy Awards were created by the same group of men who produced the first Academy Awards? Indeed, the Academy Awards have been a part of the film industry since its inception, and have been a source of prestige and recognition for filmmakers and actors alike.

Congratulations to Joan, Emperor 1, and Emperor 2! Joan was given the title by Emperor 2, who then passed it down to Emperor 1. The title is bestowed upon those who have demonstrated exceptional qualities in the film industry, and is a symbol of the highest honor that can be given to a filmmaker.

Henry Fonda and John Ford are among the many notable directors who have received the Academy Awards. In fact, John Ford won the award for Best Director a record 19 times, more than any other director in history.

The Academy Awards have evolved over the years, with changes made to the voting process and the categories themselves. In recent years, there have been calls for more diversity in the awards, and for the inclusion of films from a wider range of perspectives and viewpoints.

The Academy Awards continue to be an important event in the film industry, and are eagerly anticipated by fans and critics alike. The awards ceremony is broadcast live on television, and is watched by millions of people around the world.

Emperor Bob Cramer

star of "Wonderful Town"

Corinne Theatre

NANNETTE FABRAY

CALIFORNIA

Friday, May 20

10:00 p.m.

Well-dressed and polished, the audience is completely engrossed in the performance. The actor's portrayal of the character is masterful, capturing every nuance of the role. The lighting and sound effects are perfectly synchronized, enhancing the overall experience. The audience is left with a newfound appreciation for the art of acting.

As the performance comes to an end, the applause is deafening. The actor takes a bow, receiving a standing ovation. The audience is left in awe, knowing they have just witnessed a true masterpiece.
CANDIDATES' NIGHT FOR
MR. LEVI ’75

INTRODUCING
HOWARD GREENBURG (mr. mind shaft) & BILL DEAN
(mr. bob damron’s address book)

COME MEET ALL THE CANDIDATES
MONDAY, MAY 19, 10-12 P.M.
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DON’T FORGET the CHEATERS
Memorial Day Brunch
May 26 11:30AM-3:30PM

Sundays - Brunch
12-4:00PM
with JOHN GOGG 
AT THE PIANO

Tuesdays - Spaghetti Dinner
6:30-10:00PM

RESERVATIONS
Ph: 964-7768

900 COLE STREET

---

ACME IS BACK WITH YOUR FAVORITE LONG NECK BOTTLE

THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
HOB NOB... the little bar with the BIG personality

Hazel's piano bar wedsat sun 4-8
hosts: poohie bill rick & george
700 geary 673-0361

The golden dilleaux awards

Wednesday, May 28th
starts at 8pm

"an outrageous event"

support your community

the world's most famous baths
7th cervical and all thoracic vertebrae. the spinous process is bent forward. keep the head up while the weight is on hand.

weight is hanging from the drop to floor of your body, and your hands. so get it out and up with an

l-n-t rancher cod!

available only at:

leather & things
down town, san francisco 94114
(415) 392-1817

open seven days a week for your convenience
10-7pm daily and sundays 10pm to 6pm.

THE ORIGINAL TURKISH BATHS
122 turren street, s.f. 775-5511
the world's most famous baths

TEL 441-9623
MOBILE 441-8330
673-2040
421-0250
731-3949
771-3360
673-5195
781-1570

GRAND PUCCINO'S
380 geary st. 336-3300

Open seven days a week for your convenience
10-7pm daily and sundays 10pm to 6pm.

Downtown Map

BARS
9, WINDHAMER SALOON 441 geary st.
10, MAD LEMPIER S 100 gold cove
11, TRAPP 7th st
17, ROYAL PALACE 370 geary st.
18, CHROME 32 blue & gold
36, THE ROAD RUNNER 1010 bryant

theatres
46, TOM KAT 427 18th st
47, ROY HILL 12th st

misc
74, club turkish baths 122 turren st.
75, a.l.a.
76, helping hands 225 turk st.
77, credit

78, RPM SYSTEMS INC. #2 376 gold cove st.

Back Taking

Studies have shown that many trace sports carry revenge what I would term "one-sided development" of their muscles. This is due to the emphasis athletes place on balanced development of their arms and legs.

For instance, football involves a lot of pushing and throwing motions. Football players have a more developed upper body than the same sports played by baseball players who face few traumatic motions that do not develop the body in a balanced fashion.

To turn ones forward "pulling" exercises and reverse "pulling" exercises and few reverse "pulling" motions. Football players have as their highest priority the game, rather than their own fitness, there are a lot of pushing and throwing exercises and few reverse "pulling" motions. Football players have as their highest priority the game, rather than their own fitness, there are a lot of pushing and throwing exercises and few reverse "pulling" motions.

The one-sided muscle development such athletes produce is the real source of the myth of being "human>.</p>

African American jockeys are winning more races, and their complaints are being heard. It is vital in all feats of pulling that the weight is on hand.

weight is hanging from the drop to floor of your body, and your hands. so get it out and up with an
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EVERY TUESDAY
HANKERCHIEF NIGHT
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
NEAR A HANKERCHIEF - ANY COLOR, ANYWHERE - AND GET SPECIAL PRICES
BE A 'FOLSOM PRISONER' ON THURSDAY NIGHTS & GET LOW DRINK PRICES
EVERY THURSDAY
PRISONERS NIGHT
ANYONE WEARING HANKERCHIEF WEAR A NIGHT FREE HOT DOGS
EVERY SUNDAY
FREE HOT DOGS
5 p.m.

SUNDAY
18
FREE HOT DOGS
EVERY THURSDAY
ON THURSDAY NIGHTS & BE A 'FOLSOM PRISONER'

WEDNESDAY 21
Drop-in Artists at Corner Grocery - 7 PM
Western Music at Blue G Gold
Hombre's Chuck Wagon Feed
Drop-in Artists at Comer Grocery - 9 PM
Meet Mr. Levi Candidate Joe Chambers, City Hall - 9:30
Spaghetti Dinner at Bradley's - 9:30

VENERDAY 29
Meet Mr. Levi Candidate Joe Chambers, City Hall - 9:30
Spaghetti Dinner at Bradley's - 9:30

MONDAY 26
Movie Night at 21st St. Baths - 7 PM
Dinner at Sutro's - 9 PM
FREE HOT DOGS

TUESDAY 27
Movie Night at 21st St. Baths - 7 PM
Dinner at Sutro's - 9 PM
FREE HOT DOGS
Popular motif and design. The "Beef Burgundy, Roast Loin of Pork, found my favorite fish, Mahi-Mahi, yourself, and tell Bill Lloyd, your everyday. So ... go see and taste ANYBODAY THAT CAN TELL ME what a "taint" is, can write me in care of P, O, Box 627. S.F., "Mr. Cowboy" and "Miss Cowgirl" by the 527 Club, Ed and Carol sp>on-there's RICK HAMMON, sponsored out a certain "beer poster" at APOLLO that's stirring just a little bit)

The location for the contest will be built to rest (and give the rest of us one too). HOW YOU DO CARRY... I understand it, with, shh-plating (That's stirring just a little bit)

The next meeting for OP-MATION CONCERN'S will be May 18th - 1PM at the SIR Center, If you're on a responsible representa...much, much Love;
feasting, and we all know Está is a moving look at "Tinsel Town". It's the best production, but it does offer a problem is not grave, for the film is rich with visual images, characteristic of the world's favorite writer. It allows her to use him. Broken by Sutherland's intense acting, the madness he evokes in a viewer, even though he is not amused. Amsterdam, Athens, Waterloo, Tod begins to confront his Golden Award, Vandermer in the other dream seekers. From a disastOR on a set for a film about the trencherman (a hearty eater). Cust­omerc, they said. (I hope they can get raves in "Suddenly, Last Summer") Peggy (making her radio acting debut). James Armstrong & Larkin PHONE 861-9111 FOR DETAILS

DANCE CONTEST every Sun.
POOL TOURNAMENT every Wed.
CASH PRIZES
Ellis & Larkin 771-9545
NOW OPEN 6 AM
H ave COFFEE WITHOUT
PLAY
"NAME THAT TUNE"
IN THE AFTERNOON

1548 POLK STREET, 441-8413
Dancing After Dark to the Town’s most
Beautiful Quadriphone Sounds!

TAXI joint from page 2

dance away the night like that, but now we
think this is a better way to do it. Even when a guy has an
affair with his own wife, he isn't usually
only that and not both. "A man delivering a baby isn't
just delivering a baby," he said. "It's delivering a new life.

Women are also disillusioned to some extent, among equal pay as
so are the men. "Do not take it personally," he said. "Women
are usually not as interested in equal rights as men are.

The girls we have dealing with our Cab Co. have to try to prove some­
thing. They may act more like a man or a woman. A man may
come in with children and a mother. Every­
tome a man gives a man job like this more than to a woman. When a woman gets
into a cab, she is usually more casual. She may have a baby
himself or she is usually more casual. She may have a baby
himself or she is usually more casual. She may have a baby

With this in mind, we have formed a group called the "City Girls,"
for unity and support. People are disillusioned because of
the unity and support. People are disillusioned because of

Our company. General Brewing

"PRESS RELEASE"

ACME BREWING COMPANY of
San Francisco announced Friday, May 16, 1975, that it has obtained
an agreement with Blitz-Weinhard, Portland, Oregon, to use its
brand name in the state of California.

The agreement provides that Blitz-Weinhard will continue to
produce and sell the original ACME BEER until May 23rd, when the
original ACME BEER will be sold exclusively by ACME BREWING
COMPANY.

ACME BREWING agreed to change the...
Sunday, May 22
4:30
THE NEW ROYAL PALACE SINGERS
With Guest: Mimi Guckian, ANDY BARRON and JOK
SUNDAY MAY 22 4:30
OPERA JOSE “NORMA”
SUNDAY JUNE 1 4:30 only
return engagement
"Little Mary of the Golden West"
SPECIAL: tricycle Race
May 30: feed all our two
enemies. Watch the race
in person.
355 JONES ST., SAN FRANCISCO
THE 2nd ANNUAL AWARD-WINNING LEVI BALL

MAY 23 AT CALIF. HALL

625 POLK 8pm

TICKETS AVAILABLE THROUGH--

MIND SHAFT 'N TOUCH END UP NOB HILL THEATRE COTT MEMBERS S.L.R. CENTER KON SYSTEMS 276 Golden Gate 3000 Market 2850 Geary PURPLE PICKLE NEW BELL SALOON CINEMA MACHINE (Aerios Book Store) HOUSE OF HARMONY FLIES ELEPHANT WALK ROYAL PALACE ROUNDUP

OR FROM THE LEVI BALL COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

BRENDA CHALEY
MARK CALKJUN
LA KISH
CHUCK BAYLES
BOB SCHENKER
L. W. BACKER
RANDY JOHNSON
PHIL MARTIN
CHUCK PERKINS
TONY DE SETTE
CURT BRYANT
DAISY (BIZZY'S)
BOB DONAVAN

OR THROUGH THE "MR. LEVI" CONTESTANTS:

RICKY O'BRIAN
LEE DOW
J. LANG JONES
ROGER AUSTIN
HOWARD GREENBURG
KEN BIXTER
MIKE MORRIS
DUNCAN MC CLURE

Proceeds to go to S.L.R. Center

Tickets are $4.50 pre-sales
$5.00 at the door

proceeds to go to S.L.R. Center